The Professional Communication &
Booking System for the Professional
Training Company

Communica on
Administra on
Records
Support

Supply quotations
to your clients in
seconds;
Take bookings
automatically and
effortlessly;
Redirect your
efforts away from
administration and
in to marketing;
Specifically
engineered for
trainers & training
companies.
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Developed in South Africa,
CelerPro is a hi-tech solution
for Training Companies which
allows you to set up your full
forward schedule so that your
clients and prospective clients
may make bookings on-line,
obtain quotations, and manage
their records, certificates and
delegates — automatically.

COMMUNICATIONS

The CelerPro system
triggers a variety of
specialized and immediate
responses
to the requests or
actions of your client

The system requires the
minimum of user interface
from your side. Once a
course is open for booking,
the system knows what to
do and your client is engaged and directed with
speed and accuracy.

CelerPro lets you
view your courses
and clients on a
Dashboard, and it
lets you manage
the course and
even generate
course certificates
and registers at a
click of a button!
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CelerPro has developed a
communication system,
which allows quotes,
bookings, reminders ,
proforma invoices,
directions and transfers to
all be automated; without
you having to send a single
email.

ADMINISTRATION


Control the schedule on
your website;



Data capture of all potential
client details;



Automated public and inhouse quotes, processed in
less than a minute;



Automated communication
with your organisers, their
accounts people and the
delegates;



Course reminders sent with
directions;



Payment reminders;



Tenant Dashboard (view all
courses, transfers, unpaid
invoices, finalized courses:
all on one screen);



Instant notification when a
booking is made on one of
your courses;



Registers and certificates
can be processed at the
click of a button;



An archive of bookings;



Plus, much, much more;

Once you have established
your course content and
schedule,
the
CelerPro
Dashboard allows you to
administer your events in a
professional and seamless
manner; controlling your
payments & transfers, with
easy access to your key
numbers and providing
communication with your
third parties, such as the
event facilitator.
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Everything You Need When You Need Everything

CelerPro is usage-based; during
periods where there is no traffic,
there is no cost.
There are no contracts, and no tiein commitments.
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